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This is the only thing we’ve got is a suite of videos 
about what it means to dedicate yourself to love, and to the 
constant examination of the internalized values that mediate 
the familial, platonic, and romantic bonds that fi ll our lives. 
Using time and performative actions I deal explicitly with 
the informed, intentional labor involved in communicating 
love through mutual cooperation and compromise. Through 
both performance and post production I engage repetition 
in its capacity to create both comfort and tedium, and to 
communicate patterning whether healthy or destructive. I think 
of the actions in all of my videos as the development of  muscle 
memory that helps me to stay fl exible and ready to learn what I 
haven’t yet grasped (or wasn’t ever taught), and unlearn what I 
need to let go of.

My videos require an investment and faith on the part of 
the viewer that gesture toward the commitment and conviction 
required to build love; altruism unseats austerity, abundance 
overthrows scarcity. The recorded actions show and imagine 
what devotional care is and can be–embodied explorations of 
vulnerability, interdependence, sacrifi ce, endurance, risk, and 
trust, persisting every day that we wake up and choose it.
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THIS IS THE ONLY THING WE’VE GOT
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they
Video 
00:10:15:00
2021



forever
Video, 00:09:21:00
2020
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bond
Video, dual channel, 00:12:29:00
2021
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The mathematical concept of tangency—a perfect and 
smooth advancement, meeting, and retreat between two 
curves—provides a point of entry for the work and serves as a 
metaphor for our deeply shared experiences. Just as tangent 
circles meld together where they touch, becoming momentarily 
indistinguishable, so do we when we share intimate and 
powerful moments. 

Tangencies fl uidly moves between both shared and 
private space, utilizing public intervention and installation 
strategies. Situated in public parks and gathering areas, 
arrays of tangent circles are drawn with chalk, illustrating our 
connectedness as well as demarcating personal space. Each 
circle is slightly larger than six feet in diameter, ensuring that 
individuals standing within them can be safely distanced from 
one another. Members of the public are invited to activate the 
work through occupying tangent circles: distanced if need be 
or touching if desired. Ephemeral in nature, both the drawings 
and the momentarily shared experiences they elicit are 
photographically documented. 

This documentation is accompanied by a nearly 14-foot-
long and 8-foot-tall corridor in the installation of the work. With 
arced walls, that smoothly advance and nearly meet before 
retreating from one another, the corridor creates a natural 
bottleneck. Reminiscent of hallways commonly found in one’s 
home, the corridor functions both as a passageway as well as 
a space where memories reside. While one can often fi nd a 
collection of framed family photographs in a domestic hallway, 
this corridor is fi lled with familial audio recordings—archived 
voicemails left by a mother and father—resurrected through 
the walls themselves, which vibrate and amplify the recorded 
voices. Nearly tangent, the corridor walls are spaced just wide 
enough to pass through.   

Confronting our inextricable linkages with one another, 
Tangencies refl ects and reveals that which is integral to our 
human experience, our inescapable interconnectedness and its 
resulting infl uence on our lives. 

TANGENCIES
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BENJAMIN DEARSTYNE HOSTE

Sound Corridor Formed by Arced Walls
Voicemail messages, surface transducers, framing studs, plywood, paint 
96 x 115 x 160 in
2021



Tangent Moments
Two channel video (color, no sound), Dimensions variable
2021
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Tangent Array, No.23
Archival pigment print, 32 x 40 in
2021
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What is Left  responds to collisions between predisposed 
psychological and physical tensions; mental instability and 
natural disaster. I am interested in the human response to 
prepare for what can not be prepared for, protect what can not 
be protected, and fi x what can only be momentarily restored. A 
cycled response to cycled conditions.

I explore these ideas through the actions of mending tarp, a 
material woven with histories of concealing permanent wounds 
to address an impulsive and exhaustive need to continually 
repair what’s irreparable .

I am fi xated on moments surfacing in between stages of 
disaster, decay, and deterioration. They are moments that  
foster a slow-building momentum and a shift in perspective. It 
is a growth that quietly multiplies and expands when exposed 
to harsh conditions. These are forms in transition and I make 
spaces for them.

My practice is fueled by a compulsion to construct, to 
deconstruct, and to piece back together with materials that 
are intrinsically as vulnerable as they are strong. Working with 
this dichotomy, I explore the materiality of paper and tarp 
while understanding their limits and exploiting their strengths. 
They are pushed through weathered progressions of staining, 
drawing, and painting until I tear them into scraps. Surrounded 
by fragments that were once whole, I become invested in 
routines that are encouraged by the cumulative e� ect of 
small actions. It is a process that examines the boundaries of 
materials—preparing, breaking, and mending in a cycle that is 
never fi nished—to speak to the inevitable alternation of disaster 
and recovery that characterizes human experience.

WHAT IS LEFT
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What is Left
Tarpaulin, dropcloth, canvas, paper, thread, ink, acrylic, latex, charcoal, bungee cord, metal grommets, 
nylon netting, coffee, salt, dirt, sandbag, barnacles, river water. Dimensions variable.
2021



What is Left
Tarpaulin, dropcloth, canvas, paper, thread, ink, acrylic, latex, charcoal, bungee cord, 
metal grommets, nylon netting, coffee, salt, dirt, sandbag, barnacles, river water. 
Dimensions Variable
2021
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What is Left
Tarpaulin, dropcloth, canvas, paper, thread, ink, acrylic, latex, charcoal, bungee cord, metal grommets, 
nylon netting, coffee, salt, dirt, sandbag, barnacles, river water. Dimensions Variable
2021
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We all participate in grief. My research has allowed me 
to frame my interests through studies in folklore, mythology, 
the philosophy of the sublime, and spirituality. Notably, I am 
interested in the research of Dr. Pauline Boss, a pioneer in 
the interdisciplinary study of family stress. In particular, I am 
interested in her concept of “ambiguous loss”, when loss is 
sudden, often inexplicable, and closure becomes di�  cult. 
The poignant discovery from her research is that trauma is 
transmitted generationally, whereas grief prevails. 

My work is produced through processing the ceaseless 
undercurrents of grief into visual forms that mimic clouds 
and ash. The forms emerge while I apply additive and 
subtractive mark making drawing techniques to paper. My 
drawings are linked to my imagination and are anchored in 
my research of the supernatural. Drawing is a crucial part 
of my grieving process. It serves as a safe place for me to 
mourn. The marks bring to substance an ambiguous space. 
The drawing acts as a mental and visual record, perhaps 
fragments of paranormal worlds.

ONWARD
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Onward
Graphite on paper, 3.5 x 15 feet 
2021



Onward
Graphite on paper, 3.5 x 15 feet 
2021
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Onward
Graphite on paper, 3.5 x 15 feet 
2021
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Senses heighten, eyes adjust as clouds pass overhead, 
smells of decomposing cottonwood leaves and moist soil, 
cool mountain spring water, and the taste of its nourishing 
minerals, the dawn chorus of songbirds, a cool breeze 
rustles tall grass and leaves in the shade of twisted trees; an 
understanding of my essential, primal needs rises. My work 
involves transforming objects and moments of everyday 
life into something new and strange through meticulous 
craftsmanship and unexpected scale and presentation. I’m 
interested in how objects can communicate in ways that 
words cannot and help us feel and see the contradictions in 
our habitual ways of thinking and being.

Eternal River is a functional furniture piece accompanied 
by several preserved relics on the wall that together 
encapsulate the essence of all my explorations in the 
Southwest. By creating a landscape within a domestic 
object, I raise questions about our relationship with and 
dependence on the natural world. 

In Poet Tree, I am raising questions about the 
relationship between humans and the more than the human 
world by granting the raw material of a tree branch agency 
over the fi nished frame. By juxtaposing the unaltered 
branch and the fi nished frame, the installation points to the 
shifting and arbitrary categories of art and life and nature 
and culture.

FROM WHAT LIES OUTSIDE IT
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Eternal River
Sapele, glass, model landscaping, Earth sample, LEDs, mirror, 33 x 92 x 22 in
2021



Relics of Exploration
Earth samples, kaibab limestone fossil, copper ore, cottonwood leaf skeleton, sapele glass, RagMat, 
brass, cork, 9 x 84 x 1.5 in
2021
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Poet Tree
Mesquite, jatoba, RagMat, acrylic, 12 x 12 x 18 in — 36  60 x 28 in
2021
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I believe objects hold memory more distinctly than 
people do. Spending immersive time with di� erent 
objects around my home, studio, and the communal 
spaces I occupy, I attempt to visually translate the 
stories people have left behind by laboriously tracing 
the overlapping, historic marks built up on the surface 
of work tables, stools, and tools.

By recording these impressions, I am able to 
document the space’s history. Excavation of nicks, 
scratches, gouges, and stains reveals events and 
sequences that have been overlooked and forgotten, 
evoking the memory of the hundreds of people who 
have used these surfaces. Through tracing, I uncover 
the presence others have left behind and consider 
the accrued time and moments these objects have 
witnessed.

Traces is a combination of printmaking, glass, and 
light projection which present the marks and history 
from the communal printmaking lab at the University 
of Arizona. The literal, translated and refl ected marks 
are presented in tandem to question notions of what is 
ephemeral or everlasting.

TRACES
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Palimpsest
Engraved plexiglass, shadow. Dimensions variable
2021



Sitting Around the Table
Drypoint etching with chine colle on rives bfk paper, 22 x 30 in
2021
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Impression #3
Glass, in, maple, melamine, 31 x 32 x 32 in
2021
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@Border_Becky combines video artwork with fl eece 
blanket assemblages to explore the intersection of 
immigration and gender identity through the lens of 
contemporary pop culture and mass media. I cut and 
reconfi gure iconic material to skewer mainstream anti-
immigration rhetoric, subvert the appropriation of Latinx 
culture, and queer mythologies of Americanness.

The video follows a social media controversy in 
which two students, Becky and Kyle, are caught in 
the middle of a protest while engaging in site-based 
research at the US-Mexico border. While in the midst 
of this chaos, the couple navigates the drama of their 
evolving romantic relationship. As they confront their 
own queer and class identities, Becky and Kyle must 
rethink their understanding of the gender binary parallel 
within the context of the temporal binaries of the U.S./
Mexico border. The video layers performative digital 
activism with the trauma that haunts those whose 
identity is not an optional performance.

The reconstructed blankets are mock merchandise 
inspired by Becky and Kyle’s travels to the borderlands 
and adjacent commercial district. The gaps in the 
assemblages create a space where hybrid identities 
exist within the downfalls of neoliberal capitalism. 
@Border_Becky is an ode to the resourceful immigrant 
hustlers, a prayer to asylum seekers, and an o� ering of 
much needed comedic relief in a time of high anxiety.

@BORDER_BECKY
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Border Becky
Video still. Video 10 minutes and 50 seconds.
2021



Border Becky
Installation: fleece blankets and binkini.
2020
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Border Becky
Installation: fleece blankets and found objects.
2021




